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ABSTRACT 
 

The aim of research is to study the effect of social contribution on stability of family basis among a 
sample of over 25 year old persons from Jahrom by the measuring method. Theoretical framework 
used in the study is synthetic and main basis is based on social action of persons. Social 
contribution is a social action.  The method of sampling is a random and Cochran formula has been 
used simple one and for determining sample size and it is consisting 385 persons. For  gathering 
data , the researcher has made a questionnaire whose reliability of getting experts' views and 
advisors and validity have been estimated by presenting 30 questions  based on Cronbach's 
coefficient %75 , %93, respectively. Gathered data has been analyzed by the test of analysis 
independent one variable. Research' results show that the pyramid of power Jahrom family is 
vertical. The level of social contribution among Jahrom families is low.  Based on results of testing 
assumptions, there is no a difference between social contribution and family basis. 
KEY WORDS: Family basis, insignificance of social contribution, level of social contribution, 

 vertical structure of power. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

     The conception of family is one of basic elements of social basis, social contribution and civil society 
and is considered as an assumption of basic subject of sociology.  Studying quality of relations in the family is 
first factor of accepting society with social contribution and one of basic discussions in the sociology. In fact, 
family is first point of social training and most important factor of penetrating values and norms of social 
personality, family is a group of persons to connect each other based on genealogical (Same blood) or 
marriage (causal) or accepting the child.  (Saroukhani, 1991, 131)  

Antonio Giddiness defines the family as a group of persons who connect directly together with 
relative communication and adults are responsible of caring children. Relatives' connections are enclosed 
interpersonal relations that are established through the marriage or blood relatives (father, mother, children, 
grand parents, etc.) (Giddiness, 1995, 413)  

Family as first institution responsible of training society's members has effective insignificance and 
performance role in the society. In view of Gay Roche (1997) and Giddiness (1998), the form of 
communication of parents is as a certain role to form children personality and direct sociability during the 
process of sociability, whatever family structure has slow and despotic aspect and quick contributive direction.  
Thought of person has high acceptance contribution. Contribution has been connected to human life since the 
hundreds years ago. Since 2 hundreds years ago ,according to social contribution in political social systems of 
West societies, the  process of contribution is as functional system  in the micro- , intermediate- and macro- 
level with the functions of  raising social stability , enforcing the spirit of correlation and decreasing group 
conflict , removing the culture of نشینی, dehiscent of capacities and creativities , expanding democratic values , 
participating the resources of  power and enforcing  the spirit of accountability.  Rahnama considers four 
functions, namely cognitive, social, political and cultural function as the instrument on contribution by 
focusing on main role of contribution on human developing. Based on cognitive function, contribution is 
generated by discussion and performance relating to development based on different methods of understanding 
realities of development. In this case, cognitive system is explanatory of cultural heritage and local knowledge, 
socially gives a new life development and put groups, involved person within a new framework and gives 
them due empowerment to obtain main need.  Politically, the contribution can act as the empowerment of 
weak person to give legitimating to development. Instrumentally, contributive approach invite persons to care 
themselves by informing defects, traditional guidelines of development and exploiting process of 
empowerment vulnerable person. Goulet considers the human contribution as a vital element of development's 
strategy and has here performances.   In his view, firstly, social contribution is the non-instrumental manner of 
government against the person and the sense of being valuable.  Secondly, contribution is as a main solution of 
contribution in social terms, in addition to it, contribution is like a channel to make a decision in massive and 
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bigger fields.  In Guolet's view, "without contribution", thoughts of development is non-humanly and abortive. 
In this view, shortages of financial and human resources that can be given to low class, there are barriers to 
proficiency of a certain institution that is a voucher of contribution. If human has not executed interested plans, 
development is quickly replaced by disinterestedness and the process of social development will impose a 
serious barrier. Basic subject of research is to study quality and quantity and relation of social structure of 
powers ' distribution in family, his insignificant is focused on social contribution and practical activity in 
contributive institutions.  

Review of past researches: Karimi (2008) conducted the study on structure of power in family to 
social contribution among a sample of students of Qom University. Research's results show that whatever the 
power of family leads toward active structure, the level of contribution will be increased. Also pair 
comparisons indicate significance of difference of social contribution among each one of power structure in 
the family. In regression analysis, from independent variables of study, only power structure and contribution 
in childhood and youth have effective significance on social contribution. In other words, the level of social 
contribution during childhood and youth result in raising the level of social contribution in the adolescence.   

Zolfaghar and his colleagues (2004) studied the relation of structure of family power and marital 
satisfactory of women who were housekeepers or worked out in Tehran.  Results show that there is no a 
difference between power and marital satisfactory of women and also husbands' education.  Other assumption is 
based on the different structure of power in families' parent are working and families the mother is a housekeeper.  

Vahida and Niazi (2003) studied how connect of power structure in family and social contribution, 
the result of this study shows that there is a relation between need cultivating contentment and despotism with 
social contribution. Its %58 the relation between despotism and social contribution is negative.   

Sadinius and Pena (2001) studied the effect of generic entity of family on anti-equity and group-
oriented insignificance.  In this research, all respondents believe contributive symmetrical pattern of making 
decision among parents.  Explained results of research shows children of family who live only  with  father has 
lightest level of anti- equalitarianism and one who live with mother has lowest level of anti- equalitarianism, 
one who lives  both of them put in the  intermediate level.   

Lajevardi (1997) studied power structure among family and married worker of Tehran University.  
Changing power structure is a traditional detracting structure. If woman has high education, the level of 
traditional structure will be low. The status of women' job results in increasing the share of family power and 
authorization has high correlation with power structure.  
 
Theoretical framework:  

According to complexity of research's subject, several theories are categorized: social contribution, 
social contribution is as a social action, views relating to insignificance and also views are a demonstrator of 
power structure of family. Social contribution as depend variable in this research is central conception of 
theoretical research.  Regarding to this matter that social contribution is a practical activity, after studying views 
and conceptions relating to social contribution's theory of social action of Parsons is indicated to make the 
conceptional space of contribution. One of sub-system of Parsons' view is the system of personality that 
interaction with other sub-systems helps to promote social action, views and indexes about one subject that 
constitutes the personality. Therefore, in the below, we study ideas relating to the insignificance to taking action 
is dependent to two elements of Fish Bayern and Eason' theories on subject and also mental norm. It means the 
level and type of social contribution of persons affected by their view on contribution subject. It is influenced by 
individual- oriented groups in the process of accepting society. At the end, by collecting theories about presenting 
theoretical framework of these ideas, Parsons 'theory about social action due to high ability and universality to 
make clear social contribution  is as a main  basis of theoretical research. Parsons by studying and synthesizing 
thoughts and presenting theorists' ideas try to present a general model that analyzes social action relating to 
possible factors such as a natural environment, organism system, personality, social system, final values, political, 
economical structures and cultural assumption in micro- macro level. By applying Parsons' theory about 
explaining social contribution, we should study predominant cultural system (it has highest level of info in 
Parsons' theory) through socializing family and school, namely whether predominant culture and micro culture of 
family can transfer suitable social contributions or not. For example is personality individual- oriented or public 
orieinted? Are person concurrent or not? Based on Parsons' theory, whatever universality and concurrency are 
higher in culture and personality of persons, the expectation of social contribution is higher. Thus, if we can have 
a collection of values and public worthies, we can expect that social contribution has a public-oriented 
personality.  Therefore, there is a value for increasing the level of contribution and they are generalized to 
connect the persons. Whatever thinking alike, congeniality and convergence are higher in the family, social 
contribution would be high. Parsons considers pattern variables about the level of evolution of societies such as 
interesting against indifference, collective direction against individual direction, public oriented against specific 
oriented intellectualism – traditionalism, activism against passivism, egalitarianism against hierarchy. Whatever 
societies go to industrialize, we should be inclined to first term that has highly proportionate to formal social 
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contribution.  In other words, Parsons knew following features as essentials of modern societies such as public 
norms, activism, liberty and intellectualism. (Tavasoli, 2001, 242) 

Therefore, in families who  accept modernism  features such as high education and attending women 
in social fields , structure of making power  is horizontal and they are  further free to personal decision and 
interfere in family decision , the experience of social contribution in making family  decisions lead to form 
specific  idea against attending  social activities . Based on theories that determines past experiences of this 
field as well expectation and theories of others and individuals, taking action is influenced by individual ideas.  
According to Fish Bayern and Eason's theory, the behavior is a function of intention.  The intention of work is 
directly depending to individual and subject.  It can be pointed out that whatever structure of family power is 
directly toward contribution and two-sided cooperation, family has a positive idea to social contribution and as 
a result, functional contribution is higher in collective activities.   
 
Theoretical model of research: research method: (completion performance)  

The method of this study is correlative and in the form of practical studies.  
 
Sample population and method of sampling: statistical population in the study is consisting all over 25 year 
old residents who are 1124473 participants; all people are asked by 385 questions based on Kokran formila. To 
eliminate the defects and compensate non responded questions, nearly 420 questionnaires are distributed and 
401 questions have proper information to analyze.  Used method in the study is randomly sampling.  
               Instrument of gathering data in the study has been gathered through direct reference of researcher to 
the respondents and presenting questionnaire to them. The questionnaire has been prepared in two parts, i.e. 
the close and open questions after studying documents and previous researches, part 1 of questionnaire is 
relating to individual and demographical  questions , respondents are asked on gender, age, education, income 
-level of family. Part 2 is relating to questionnaires of the effects of social contribution on family structure.  
These variables are measured by Lickert Scale.  
 
The methods of analysis data:  for analyzing data, descriptive statistics like mean, average, index, frequency 
table and percent are used by describing data. The relation between variables is studied by adaptive table and 
the variables relating to these patterns are clearly presented.  In inductive part of t-tests (one variable/ 
independent) the test of interactive variance analysis has been conducted. For analyzing the relation between 
distance variables, Parsons' correlation coefficient and also regression test are used. For analysis  of some 
variables, multivariable regression analysis by step by step method are used and also  analysis of the path is 
used to measure research's model.  
 
Data analysis:  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table (1) one variable test 

Test value Average T test Significance Variable No 
0 0.005 0.08 0.983 Difference of practical and mental 

tendency to Social contribution 
1 

6 1.4 -39.01 0.000 Social contribution in wide board 2 
29 18.7 -16.23 0.000 Social contribution 3 

 

Power structure 
of family   

Outline variables 

Theory of Social 
contribution  

Social 
contribution   
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             Based on table's data, the result of t-test indicates that average level of social contribution among 
Jahromi families is lower than test value in the gauge 10.3. Observed difference between average value and 
test value is -16.29.  Significance level is 0.000 and it shows that by %99 validity, there is a meaningful 
difference between average and value of test in view of social contribution in Jahromi families. Significance of 
above assumption and also negative significance of average difference mean that the level of social 
contribution is low among most respondents based on results of one-sample t-test relating to social 
contribution variable in widespread board among Jahromi family, average (1, 7) is 4.25 units lower than test 
value. Observed difference among average and t- value, regarding to one sample test is -39.01 and significance 
level is significance 0.000. It is explatatory of this matter that there is a meaningful difference between average 
and value of test in view of social contribution in Jahromi families by % 99 validity. Significance of above 
assumption and also significance of average difference mean that social contribution in wide board is very low 
among respondents. Based on results of one sample t-test relating to variable family mental and practical 
tendency to social contribution (average 0.005), it is 0.0058 unit higher test value.  Observed difference among 
average and test value is %8 based on one sample t-test and significance is 0.938 and shows 95 % validity of 
this significance. There is no a difference between average and value of test in view of social contribution 
relating to practical and mental social contribution among Jahromi residents, lack of significance of above 
assumption means that there is no a difference between among respondents relating mental dimension and 
practical social contribution.   
 

Table (2) test for difference between social contributions based on power pyramid in family 
F DF significance Frequency average Standard deviation Variable  No. 
0.83 3 0.478 96 17.4 12.8 Mother-oriented 1 

47 18.2 13.77 Father-oriented  2 
164 18.8 12.34 Relative 

symmetric 
3 

82 20.4 13.78 Full symmetric  4  
 
              Table (2) shows that the level of social contribution among person whose fathers makes a decision is 
lower than other. Regarding to table's data, this trend is progressive. It means increasing the role of family 
members to make family decision results in rising social contribution. Based on F-test %83 7 validity level 
%95 (significance=0.478), observed difference are not meaningful, thus above assumptions declined. 
 

Table (3) test of interactive variance analysis among variable in view of social contribution 
Square 
of roots 

Freedom 
degree 

Average 
squares 

value 
f 

significance Variance 
resource 

No. 

11442.1 1 1142.1 7.22 0.008 gender 1 
735.10 3 245.1 1.55 0.200 Power structure 2 
440.1 3 146.7 0.927 0.428 Interaction 

between power 
and gender 

3 

5982.2 378 3.158   Error 4 
199216 386    Total 5 

 
             Table (3) shows the result of being significance of differences, average social contribution based on 
power structure and gender of respondents.  According to observed different levels of power among 
respondents family are not meaningful based on test F 1.55 and validity %95 ( significance=0.202) therefore, 
above assumption is declined. It means that there r no meaningful difference among respondents with various 
power levels in the family. According to observed difference among men and women based on social 
contribution and F-test with the value 7.22 and validity level %99(significance=0.008) is meaningful. Thus, 
above assumption is confirmed. It means that the level of social contribution among men and women is 
completely different. Study of interactive effect of variables like the gender and the structure of family power 
indicates that it is not meaningful by F-test = 0.228927 and validity level %95(significance= 0.428), thus 
above assumption is declined. 
 

Table (4) average of social contribution based on power structure in family and gender 
Total man woman Power structure 
17.4 19.7 16.1 Mother oriented 
18.6 18.5 18.7 Father oriented 
18.9 22.9 16.7 Relative symmetry 
20.5 25.8 19.1 Full symmetry 
18.8 21.8 17.3 Total 
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             Results of table (4) show the difference of average social contribution in family based on gender and 
power structure among respondents family .highest social contribution is relating to men and it is vertical in 
pyramid of family. Lowest average of social contribution relating to women is mother oriented family.  Also 
data' table is determined, the trend of social contribution in all fields are affected by the gender of respondents.  
Path analysis : Diagram of direct and indirect causal analysis of effects  of depend variable in present study 
like following diagram,  picture 1, diagram of path analysis :  
 

Table 5- effects of independent variable on social contribution 
Direct effect Indirect effect Main effect Variable 
-0.15 -0.09*0.17 -0.64 Gender 
00 -0.0 8*0.17 -0.15 Age 
0.01 0.09*0.17 0.115 Education 
00 0.17*0.17 0.03 Marital status 
0.09 0.13*0.17 0.112 Power structure 
0.17 --- 0.17 Trend to social 

contribution 
 
            Based on data of table 5, after direct and indirect effects of impendent variable on changes of social 
contribution, theory of social contribution and it has direct effect. Whatever there is more agreeable idea 
against contribution, the level of social contribution is higher, and the effect of gender has a falling position.  It 
means that men have high contributive trend than women. The variable of power structure in family has 
ascending effect on social contribution. It means that whatever making a decision is horizontal and 
contributive, level of individual social contribution is higher. Several Variables such as age and marital status 
of respondents have indirect effect on social contribution.  The level of social contribution is decreasing by 
increasing age of respondents. Social contribution of married ones is higher than single one. The variable of 
education both directly and directly affects increasingly on social contribution. Variable of gender has highest 
decreasing effect on social contribution.   
 

RESULTS AND SUGGESSIONS 
 
             In this study, we try to show the problem of social contribution. Social contribution and its 
consequences are very important for healthy and stability of society, because human is a social creature and 
don’t have ability to obtain his or her needs individually. Because everyone brings up inside family and finds 
the readiness to enter social life by family training, certainly, social contribution affects on the method of 
social action.  In fact, person who participate in society, human learns all principles in firstly social institution, 
namely family and its study have been done along measuring the effect of social contribution on stabilizing 
family among Jahrom residents on measuring the method and results are presented by following descriptions; 
based on info of the study, all respondents say the power systems in family has relative symmetric power 
structure.  Main decisions have made by the parent and they don’t consulate with children.  The ratio of person 
in family whose mother is a maker decision is higher than father- oriented families.  Division of decision 
system in democratic family and autocratic is due to distribute person percent in families who are very close to 
each other.  Persons who pointed out their family is autocratic and lower than democratic family. Frequency 
distribution of studied persons based on the level of social contribution (practical dimension) shows almost 
half of respondents have no contribution in limited board of respondents. Based on data relating to social 
contribution , the ratio of person who act as an institution is nearly one fifth all  respondents,  it means that 
%80 respondents don’t contribute .  
            Social changes of modernity and industrialization have basic effect on family structure and the status of 
members.  Social transformation and effect in life pattern of urban life and entering women in the society 
result in changes in person ' theory and distributing the roles and power in family.  As what is mentioned in the 
middle of this article, one of factors that affects on social contribution is the type of theory against this subject.  
Info relating to respondents' insignificance about social contribution indicated that very few respondents have 
negative insight against social contribution and nearly %60 did not disagree with social contribution.  Others 
include so many respondents who agree highly collective activities.  
             Increasing higher education of women and urban life is followed by wide changes in the system of 
traditional relations in Iran. Women have been able to work out and find mental and financial autonomy and 
their contributive experiences affect on the iii of society's members and attending women in social programs.  
Most of respondents, more than %75 respondents pointed out they had positive insight against social 
contribution and agree it. Based on results of research' assumption, level of social contribution among Jahrom 
families is low. Respondents in institution and assumption with wide activity have low contributive interest. 
Results of this assumption and other assumption s have complete correspondence to each other. Respondents' 
insight to social contribution is positive, but difference among mental dimension of social contribution is not 
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meaningful against practical one. Assumption of relation between power pyramid of family and social 
contribution is not meaningful. According to contributive variance analysis, there is no meaningful different 
between social contribution and strengthening basis of family among men and women. Test of variance analysis 
shows that there is no meaningful between different levels of power in family observed difference between 
averages of social contribution of men and women is meaningful. Study of contributive effect of variables such as 
gender, power structure of family shows this effect is not meaningful, thus this assumption is declined.  
              For studying effects of overshadow and the hierarchy has been used to determine independent and 
dependent variables on social contribution through diagram of path analysis. Results of family measuring direct 
and indirect effects on social contribution show that variable insignificance of has direct effect no power structure 
of family increasing the age of respondents decrease social contribution. Social contribution of married persons is 
higher than single ones. The variable of education increase social contribution directly and indirectly. Variable 
the insight of social contribution has direct or indirect effects on power structure of family. Increasing the age of 
respondents decreases social contribution. Social contribution of married persons is higher than single ones. The 
variable education increase social contribution directly and indirectly. The variable social contribution's insight 
has highest increasing effect and variable age has highest detracting effect.   
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